
                

     COMPETITION
          CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:

Ingenium - Canada's Museums of Science and Innovation is currently seeking a dynamic individual to fill the position of:

COORDINATOR, EXPLORATEK CONNECT

Reference Number: 2018/2019-CSTMC-024

Salary Range: $54,177.42 - $65,894.45            Level: 5(int)

Employment Status: Term / Full-time  for 2 years

Language Requirements: Bilingual (BBB/BBB)

Security Requirement: Enhanced reliability 

Position Number: 9853

Branch: Canada Science and Technology Museum

Who can apply? Ingenium - Canada's Museums of Science and Innovation employees and external candidates

Summary of Duties: 
The Canada Science and Technology Museum is seeking a dedicated and enthusiastic individual with a strong desire to 
empower underprivileged youth participating in the Exploratek Connect initiative. 

The goal of this initiative consists of engaging the participants in STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and 
Mathematics) learning experiences through tinkering and making activities. 

Under the supervision of the Officer, Education and Interpretation, the coordinator develops, organizes, facilitates and 
monitors a variety of programs and activities related to the initiative. 

The Coordinator is also responsible for ensuring the high quality of programming, for establishing partnerships and liaising 
with local networks, and for assisting with the orientation and training of interns, front line staff and volunteers as it relates to 
Exploratek Connect. Responsibilities include, but are not limited to, working with youth interns and mentors, plan and deliver 
workshops, overseeing local outreach programs and presentations, coordinating communal program showcases and other 
events.

The standard weekly hours are:  SWW 37.50  Hrs (5 days Average  Mon. - Sun.)



Education and Experience:
As an ideal candidate, you hold a college or university degree in education, social services, recreology and leisure, or an 
acceptable combination of education, training and experience.

You also have experience in the following areas:
- minimum of two (2) years of experience in program planning, development and facilitating in a cultural institution, a formal or 
informal education setting or related field in community organization;
- minimum of one (1) year of experience working directly with underprivileged youth;
- in building partnerships with private and community organisations;

OTHER: 
- must possess a valid driver’s license and insurable driving record. 

RATED REQUIREMENTS
Knowledge:
- of learning theories and engagement techniques to create effective interpretation materials for all age groups, learning styles 
and levels of knowledge with a particular focus on youth; 
- of the challenges facing Indigenous, visible minority and underprivileged youth; 
- comprehensive knowledge of the maker movement trend as a learning platform, particularly the creation of projects related 
to STEAM.
- of the mandate of the Corporation as it relates to visitor experience, education and interpretation. 

Abilities:
- strong verbal and interpersonal skills to be able to effectively present, facilitate, train,  and connect with program participants, 
partners, visitors and colleagues;
- to work independently with minimal supervision, and as part of a cohesive team;
- strong organizational skills with the ability to set priorities, manage time-lines, respect budgets, handle multi-tasking, meet 
deadlines and adapt to conflicting and shifting priorities;
- to identify different audiences and adapt programming to their needs;
- to engage and foster long-term relationships with partners and communities; 
- to do hands-on projects using emerging technologies and digital concepts;
- good problem-solving skills to find innovative solutions;
- to work under pressure and adapt to changing situations;
- genuine interest in providing effective role-modelling and coaching to help interns meet expected outcomes. 

Personal Suitability:
Initiative
Creative
Effective interpersonal and communication skills
Effective team player
Excellent judgement
Reliability
Flexibility and adaptability
Attention to details
Comfortable and confident with communication and presentation skills

The CSTMC is committed to the principles of employment equity. 

Résumés received for this position will not be accepted after the indicated closing time (midnight) and date.

 Please note that only candidates who are selected for the next stage of this selection process will be contacted. 
As a result of this competition, we may establish an eligibility list that may serve to staff similar positions.



If you are interested in this opportunity, please forward your cover letter and curriculum vitae indicating the 
reference number 2018/2019-CSTMC-024 in your email's Subject line, no later than the closing date to: 
competition@ingeniumcanada.org

Posting Date: April 6, 2018 Closing Date: April 19, 2018

Christine Laframboise
HR Manager, Staffing and Classification
Human Resources Branch
Ingenium - Canada's Museums of Science and Innovation
P.O. Box 9724, Station T
Ottawa, Ontario
K1G 5A3
Telephone: 613-991-5130

9853 - Coordinator, Exploratek Connect / Coordonnateur(trice),  Exploratek 
Connect


